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VELO ADVANCE 

Telescopic IV Pole X-ray cassette holder 

5th castor enhances maneuverability 

Gas spring assisted backrest adjustment 

Functional Emergency Stretcher 

Hydraulic columns and ABS 
covered sub-frame provide 

easy cleaning 

File bag (optional) 

Food table (optional) Left or right side arm supports (optional) Safety belt (optional) 

Oxygen cylinder 
holder,2 Lt (optional) 

Sub frame cover integrated 
oxygen cylinder holder,10 Lt 

Paper roll hanger (optional) 

Detachable pushing 
handle 
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� Full length X-ray translucent mattress platform 

� Possibility of X-ray examination on the stretcher by C-Arm machine on stretcher surface 

� Telescopic hydraulic columns  

�  Hydraulic height adjustment. 

� Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg functions 

� Gas spring assisted backrest adjustment 

� Castor control pedals placed on each castor for easy access 

� Telescopic IV pole 

� 5th castor provides easy maneuverability during use of rough surfaces and narrow corridors 

� Anti-microbial, water proof, flame retardant, air-permeable mattress 

� Collapsible, full length side rails with safety lock mechanism 

� Tendelenburg /Reverse trendelenburg positions 

� Easily cleanable, compact laminate two section mattress platform 

� 4 units of IV pole sockets and accessory sockets 

� Drainage bag holders and accessory hooks 

� Undercarriage compartment for folders and belongings of the patients 

� Excellent maneuverability in high speed with no risk of tipping over 

� Oxygen bottle holder integrated on ABS covered sub-frame 

� 4 corner activated central lock mechanism 

� Detachable pushing bars 

 

 

 

 

Optional Accessories: 
� Arm  supports (left or right)  

� Oxygen tube holder for 2liter  

� Monitor platform  

� Safety belt  

� Foo d table  

� Viscoelastic mattress  

� File bag  

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Length: 213cm 

Width: 72cm 

Backrest Angle: 0o-75o 

TR/RTR Angle: 0o-12o 

Height Range (without mattress): 58-89cm 

Castor Diameter: 200mm 

Mattress Surface: 60x190cm 

Back Section Length: 70cm 

Mattress Thickness: 8cm 

Weight: 130kg 

Safe working Load Capacity: 250kg  
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